
CITY OF HALLANDALE BEACH, FLORIDA 
MEMORANDUM 

 
 
DATE:  March 03, 2017 
 
TO:  Roger M. Carlton, City Manager 
 
FROM:  Mark Ellis, Fire Chief 
  Dwayne S. Flournoy, Chief of Police 
 
SUBJECT: Fire & Police MOU 

 

 
The construction of the new Main Fire Station continues to move forward and completion is 
expected on July 31, 2017.  Last year the City Commission requested the Police Department to 
provide information about Public Safety Monitoring and the implementation of an advanced Public 
Safety Monitoring program.  The report provided by the Police Department outlined plans to 
replace old cameras and enhance the current surveillance platform to include active monitoring.   
 
With the request for active monitoring, the Police Chief introduced the concept of a Physical 
Security Information Management system (PSIM), which integrates all security systems analytics 
and places them on one platform.   During the final planning stages of construction for the new 
Main Fire Station, space for the PSIM was carved out of the Emergency Operations Center (EOC) 
at the New Main Fire Station.  No infrastructural requirements were specified at the time the space 
was carved out because the space was a theoretical concept at that time. 
 
Currently, as we proceed under an accelerated construction timeline, we have been conducting an 
extensive evaluation and assessment of the space requirements for the Emergency Operations 
Center/Training and PSIM rooms.  Staff collectively determined the previously designated area for 
the PSIM is inadequate and not suitable for a fully functional PSIM.  The size of the space, large 
windows, limited wall space, and adjacency to the training room could potentially hamper the 
buildout and functionality of the PSIM.   
 
Staff is recommending an alternate location for the PSIM, which would accommodate all the needs 
and requirements for a fully functional PSIM.     If approved, the space for the PSIM will be located 
on the northwest side of the building.  This space would be larger than the previously designated 
area, provide complete privacy, have ample wall space, and limited windows.  An additional benefit 
is the potential to maximize the new location as a police sub-station.  
 
INTERLOGIC INC., the integrator and designer of the PSIM is currently reviewing the new plans 
with consideration of the PSIM being located in the newly proposed area.  They are willing to 
provide a written proposal addressing these areas: cost; architectural; furniture; line of sight 
drawings; and 3D renderings.  They will also include data, power, network, cooling, and lighting 
requirements.   
 
Office of Capital Improvements staff has given a conservative estimate of $400,000 to complete 
the PSIM in the newly proposed location.  The Police Department has identified potential funding 
already budgeted within project PDPS1 to accommodate the newly proposed location of the PSIM 
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and equip the facility.  However, the true cost is unknown until the construction documents are 
completed.  
 
The Fire and Police Chiefs collectively are in agreement with the recommended requested change 
regarding the space allocation for the PSIM.  Staff will work together will all parties to expedite this 
project.     
 

   
 
Reviewed: 
 
 
______________________________             _______________ 
Roger M. Carlton, City Manager     Date 
 
 
___ Approved        ___ Denied   ___ Hold for Discussion 
 
Comments: 
________________________________________________________________________                                            
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 


